The original Playon!HD Mini, now updated to take the Full HD Network Media Streamer a class forward.

The Playon!HD2 Mini is the next generation of network media streamer, taking your digital entertainment to the next level. Stream all your media files from your attached media storage or over your network, and enjoy them directly in the comfort of your living room.

The Playon!HD2 Mini makes digital entertainment at home easy. Enjoy more interaction with friends through Facebook, Twitter, MSN and Skype. Stream the world into your living room with the WePlayon! portal, for the best online content. The unique and intuitive Playon! GUI2.0 allows users to navigate through all the exceptional features with ease.

Building on the success of the original world’s first, Playon!HD, the Playon!HD2 Mini is the first Full HD Network Media Player to feature Realtek’s latest processor. Enjoy the pure performance of Gigabit Wired Networking for the very best in media streaming. Wireless networking is also supported with optional Wireless-N via an external adapter. Selected models will feature built-in Wireless-N via a PCI-e port with dual antennae for supreme wireless connectivity.

www.acryan.com
**Next Generation Stream & Play in Full HD**

**FULL HD NETWORK MEDIA STREAMER**

**ACR-PV73800**

**MORE FORMAT SUPPORT**
- SUPPORTS BD-ISO AND DVD IFO/ISO
- NAS FUNCTIONALITY
- TRANSFORM YOUR USB STORAGE DEVICE

**SILENT COOLING**
- EFFECTIVE HEAT DISSIPATION DESIGN

**ENGAGE SOCIAL MEDIA**
- FACEBOOK, TWITTER, MSN, SKYPE

**GIGABIT WIRED NETWORKING**
- FOR PERFORMANCE STREAMING

**UNIQUE USER INTERFACE**
- PLAYON! GUI 2.0

**SMART CONTENT MANAGEMENT**
- (AUTO FILE INDEXING)

---

**FEATURES:**
- Full HD Media Player, HDMI up to 1080p (Full HD)
- Enjoy Full HD video (H.264, MKV, RM/RMVB, BD ISO) on your TV
- UPnP Media Streaming
- Turns attached storage devices into a Network Drive (NAS)
- Listen to Internet Radio
- Internet Feeds
- Enjoy a slideshow of your favourite photos

**AUDIO/VIDEO INTERFACE:**
- HDMI 1.3 audio/video out
- Composite audio/video out
- Component YPbPr video out
- S/PDIF Optical TOSLink (digital audio) out

**STORAGE SUPPORTED:**
- External USB mass storage devices (hard drives, flash drives)
- Network drives

**EXTERNAL FILE SYSTEM SUPPORTED:**
- FAT, FAT32, NTFS, EXT3, HFS+

**USB CONNECTIVITY:**
- 2x USB2.0 Host Ports (USB-A)

**NETWORK – WIRED:**
- Wired Gigabit LAN 10/100/1000Mbps

**NETWORK – WIRELESS (OPTIONAL):**
- Wireless LAN 802.11b/g/n via USB WLAN adapter (optional, not incl.)
- Supports WLAN security (WEP, WPA, WPA2, PSK, TKIP, AES)
- Supports WLAN Peer-to-Peer (connects wireless without router)

**NETWORK – WIRELESS (SELECTED MODELS ONLY):**
- Built-in PCI-E wireless N card with dual antenna

**COOLING:**
- No Fan (Advanced Fanless Cooling)

**VIDEO CODECS SUPPORTED:**
- MPEG-1 / MPEG-2 / MPEG-4 SP/ASP
- AVC (H.264) / x264
- XviD / DivX
- WMV9 (VC-1) / RealVideo 8/9/10 (up to 720P)

**VIDEO SYSTEM SUPPORTED:**
- PAL / NTSC / 480p / 576p
- 720p
- 1080i 50Hz / 1080i 60Hz / 1080p 50Hz
- 1080p 60Hz / 1080p 24Hz

**AUDIO FORMATS SUPPORTED:**
- AAC / LC-AAC / HE-AAC / MP2 / MP3
- FLAC / WAV / MS-ADPCM / WMA / OGG Vorbis / PCM / LPCM / COOK / RA-Lossless

**AUDIO OUTPUT SUPPORTED:**
- Passthrough & downmix to stereo:
  - Dolby Digital AC3 5.1
  - Dolby Digital Plus 5.1/7.1
  - Dolby TrueHD 5.1/7.1
  - DTS Digital Surround 5.1
- Core DTS 5.1 passthrough & downmix to stereo:
  - DTS-HD High Resolution 5.1/7.1
  - DTS-HD Master Audio 5.1/7.1
- Multi-channel passthrough & downmix to stereo:
  - AAC 5.1/7.1
  - FLAC 5.1/7.1

**IMAGE FORMATS SUPPORTED:**
- JPEG, HD-JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF, PNG

**SUBTITLE FORMATS SUPPORTED:**
- SRT, SMI, SSA, IDX/SUB, SUB, ASS

**CHARACTER SETS SUPPORTED**
- (NEEDED FOR TEXT SUBTITLES):
  - Unicode (UTF8), Simplified Chinese (GBK), Traditional Chinese (BIG5), Japanese (S-JIS), Korean (EULR-KRI), Western, Turkish, Central European, Greek, Cyrillic, Hebrew, South-East European, Latin10 (Romania), Vietnam, Thai (TIS620), Arabic (CP1256)

**POWER:**
- DC-In 5V/2.4A
- Standby: 0.3W / Active: 8.2W

**DIMENSIONS:**
- 151mm x 107mm x 45mm

**NET WEIGHT:**
- Approx. 600g
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